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ABSTRACT
We present a new approach towards capturing topic interests
corresponding to all the observed latent topics generated by
an author in documents to which he or she has contributed.
Topic models based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
have been built for this purpose but are brittle as to the
number of topics allowed for a collection and for each au-
thor of documents within the collection. Meanwhile, topic
models based upon Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDPs)
allow an arbitrary number of topics to be discovered and gen-
erative distributions of interest inferred from text corpora,
but this approach is not directly extensible to generative
models of authors as contributors to documents with vari-
able topical expertise. Our approach combines an existing
HDP framework for learning topics from free text with latent
authorship learning within a generative model using author
list information. This model adds another layer into the
current hierarchy of HDPs to represent topic groups shared
by authors, and the document topic distribution is repre-
sented as a mixture of topic distribution of its authors. Our
model automatically learns author contribution partitions
for documents in addition to topics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While topic modeling has long been used to characterize

the topic distributions of documents, there is also a growing
need for learning the topic interests of authors in order to
model their expertise, scope as collaborators and readers,
and general roles as generators of documents. Moreover,
the contribution of different authors to a single document is
also a learning problem that needs to be studied. We seek
to develop a generative mixture model capable of captur-
ing these facets of text document collections, by extending
current topic models to simultaneously learn and identify:
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topic interests of authors, topic distribution in documents,
and author contributions to documents.

In real-world applications, the number of global topics
across whole corpora may not be fixed or boundable. How-
ever, each author usually only works on and is good at a
small set of topics, and each document written by a group
of authors is also usually written about a small set of top-
ics. The nonparametric Bayesian features of HDP for topic
modeling can help us to solve this problem and derive a
better learning algorithm compared to existing LDA-based
author-topic learning models.

In this paper we present a statistical generative mixture
model called HDPauthor for scientific articles with authors,
which extends the existing HDP model with authorship in-
formation. It retains benefits of traditional HDP models in
that the global number of topics is unbounded. Each author
of one or more documents in a text collection also shares an
unbounded number of topics from the global topic pool.

2. RELATED WORK
Several research advances have already incorporated co-

authorship into topic modeling. One such significant devel-
opment is the Author-Topic model [11] [10]. This model
extends LDA to include authorship information. It makes
it possible to simultaneously learn both the relevance of dif-
ferent global topics in document, and the interests of top-
ics for authors. In similar fashion to the LDA model, the
total number of topics for the whole corpus must be prede-
termined in advance, with no flexibility over the number of
topics generated. This model also learns distribution of each
topic in large global group of topics for each document and
each author.

Models proposed by Dai [3] [4] are based on a nonpara-
metric HDP model for the topic-author problem. This group
defines a Dirichlet process (DP) over author entities and
topics, which in turn is then drawn from a global author
and topic DP. This model is mainly geared towards disam-
biguation of author entities. However, this model combines
authors and topics in the same DP, which fails to decouple
topics from authors. Therefore, it lacks the ability to share
the same topics between different authors, and also makes
it difficult to infer author contributions to these documents.

3. MODEL INTRODUCTION
Our HDPauthor model is a nonparametric Bayesian hier-

archical model for author-topic generation. In this model we
assume that each token in the document is written by one



and only one of the authors in the author list of this docu-
ment, associated with the topic distribution of this author.

By using an HDP framework, we also assume that each
author is associated with a topic distribution which is drawn
based on a global topic distribution in whole corpora, with
different variability. The global topic atoms are shared by
all authors, but each author only occupies a small subset of
these global topic components, with different stick-breaking
weights. This local probability measure of each author rep-
resents the topic interests of this author.

The topic distribution of each document is not drawn from
the global topic distribution directly, but represented by this
mixture model of all its authors indirectly. Therefore, each
document is represented by a union of all topics contributed
by each of its authors.

4. MODEL DEFINITION
The document representation in our model also follows

our definition stated in HDPsent [17][16]. We assume D =
{d1, d2, ...} is a collection of scientific articles, composed of
a series of words from vocabulary V as xj = {xj1, xj2, ....}.
We assume that each document has a set of authors aj =
{aj1, aj2, ...} who cooperated in writing this document dj .
Here we associate one latent author label q from the author
set aj for each token in document dj along with original
latent topic label k.

We generate G0 as the corpus-level set of topics as a
Dirichlet Process with H as base measure and γ as its con-
centration parameter. The topic components are denoted
as φg. Each author a that exists in the entire corpus corre-
sponds to a Dirichlet process Ga that shares the same global
base distribution of topics G0, with concentration parameter
η.

G0|γ,H ∼ DP (γ,H)

Ga|η,G0 ∼ DP (η,G0)
(1)

Unlike in the traditional HDP model, we set up a mix-
ture of components from probability measures of all authors
of each document. We then denote the mixing proportion
vector as πj =< πj1, ..., πj|aj | >. Since each document is
written by a fixed group of authors, we can just assume
that πj is drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution
with concentration parameter ε.

πj ∼ Dir(ε) (2)

For a mixing proportion vector πj , there are two ways of
drawing Gj from a Dirichlet process for the mixture of the
probability measures of all its authors, designated {Ga|a ∈
aj}. The first method is to combine the probability mea-
sures Ga of authors as a new base measure first, then draw
a DP with this base measure for document dj . We call this
HDPauthor mixture model (1), which can be denoted as:

Gj ∼ DP (α0,
∑
a∈aj

πja ·Ga) (3)

Another method is to first draw separate DPs from each
of the authors of the document dj with the author’s own
probability measure Ga as the base measure, and then cal-
culate the probability measure of dj as a mixture of these

DPs. We call this HDPauthor mixture model (2), and the
mathematical formula for this method can be denoted as:

Gj ∼
∑
a∈aj

πja ·DP (α0, Ga) (4)

Each observation xji in document dj is associated with a
combination of two parameters < aji, θji > sampled from
this mixture Gj . In this combination, aji is author label,
θji is the parameter specifying the one of the author’s topic
component for xji. Therefore, this θji is associated with
table tji, which is an instance of mixture component ωak
from author a = aji; ωak is then associated with one global
topic component g. Given global topic component g, the
token xji arises from a Dirichlet distribution over the whole
vocabulary based on this topic label g:

< aji, θji >|Gj ∼ Gj
xji|θji ∼ F (θji)

(5)

Here we can simply use φg to denote the word distribu-
tion for topic g. Therefore, the conditional density of each
observation xji under this particular φg given all other ob-
servations can be derived similarly to [15] equation(30):

f−xjig (xji) =

∫
f(xji|φg)

∏
j′i′ 6=ji,
θj′i′=g

f(xj′i′ |φg)h(φg)dφg∫ ∏
j′i′ 6=ji,
θj′i′=g

f(xj′i′ |φg)h(φg)dφg
(6)

Furthermore, the conditional probability of data item xji
being assigned to a new topic gnew is also only dependent on
the conjugate prior H. This can be represented as follows:

f−xjignew (xji) =

∫
f(xji|φg)h(φg)dφg (7)

Here in Figure 1 we illustrate the graphical plate model for
our HDPauthor model with one more layer of author proba-
bility measures injected into original HDP model:
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Figure 1: Plate Model for HDP model with authors

5. INFERENCE
Our model is based on a Gibbs sampling-based implemen-

tation of the Chinese restaurant franchise process (CRFP).

Inference for mixture model (1)
Here we compute the marginal of Gj under this author

mixture Dirichlet process model with G0 and Ga are inte-
grated out. We want to compute the conditional distribu-
tion of θji given all other variables, and thus we extend [15]
equation (24) to fit our author mixture model (1), to obtain:

θji|θj1, ..., θji−1, α0, Gj , Ga0, Ga1, ...

∼
mj·∑
t=1

njt

n−jij· + α0

δψjt +
α0

n−jij· + α0

∑
a∈aj

πja ·Ga
(8)

Here ψjt represents the table-specific indicator that indi-
cates the component choice kjt from author ajt’s probability



measure. A draw from this mixture model can be divided
into two parts. If the former summation is chosen, then xji
would be assigned to an existing ψjt, and we can denote
θji = ψjt. If the latter summation is chosen, we have to
create a new document-specific table tnew, assign it to one
of the authors according to mixing proportion vector of au-
thors for document dj , where each πja ∈ πj represents the
probability that table tnew belongs to author a. Then we
can draw one new ψjtnew from the probability measure of
author a represented as Ga.
Ga for each author a in corpus appears in all documents

in which this author participates. It should be integrated
out through all ψjt that ajt = a. We use mak to indicate
the total number of tables t such that kjt = k and ajt = a.
To integrate out each Ga, we can get:

ψjt|ψ11, ..., ψjt−1, η,G0

∼
la··∑
k=1

mak

ma·· + η
δωak +

η

ma·· + η
G0

(9)

This mixture is also divided into two parts. If we draw
sample ψjt from the former part, then assign it to an existing
component k from author a, we can denote it as ψjt = ωak.
If the latter part is chosen, we will create one new component
knew for author a. and we draw this new ωaknew from global
topic probability measure G0.

Finally, we can integrate out this global probability mea-
sure G0 by all cluster components ωak from all existing au-
thors in whole corpora. We here use lg to indicate the total
number of ωak such that gak = g. Then the integral can be
represented similarly to [15] equation (25):

ωak|ω11, ..., ωak−1, γ,H

∼
G∑
g=1

lg·
l·· + γ

δφg +
γ

l·· + γ
H

(10)

Similarly, if the former is chosen, we assign the existing
topic component φg to ωak; if the latter is chosen, we create
a new topic gnew sampled from base measure H. Inference

for mixture model (2)
For mixture model (2), each document’s probability mea-

sure is divided into |aj | independent components, where the
probability of each component a ∈ aj to be chosen is deter-
mined by πja ∈ πj from this document-specific mixing pro-
portion vector πj . Once a specific author a is chosen, the
probability distribution of θji follows the Dirichlet Process
DP (α0, Ga) where a ∈ aj , using the probability measure of
author a denoted as Ga to be its base measure. Therefore,
with G0 and Ga integrated out, we can obtain the distribu-
tion of θji given all other variables:

θji|θj1, ..., θji−1, α0, Gj , Ga1, Ga2, ...

∼
∑
a∈aj

πja ·
(mja·∑
t=1

njt

n−jija· + α0

δψjt +
α0

n−jija· + α0

Ga
)
(11)

These two models are only different in how the mixture
of authors is constructed with each author’s own probabil-
ity measure drawn from a shared global infinite topic mix-
ture model in one document. The constructions of each

author’s probability measure and global topic measure are
same. Therefore, the posterior conditional calculation of ψjt
and ωak for model (2) are same as model (1).

6. EXPERIMENT
Here we choose two data sets for conducting experiments

on our HDPauthor model, both of which are text collections
of academic papers.

6.1 NIPS Experiment
The data set we used for this model is NIPS Conference

Papers1 Volume 0-12, provided by Sam Roweis 2. We ex-
tracted a subset of papers with denser connections between
authors, and finally get a dataset with 873 papers, written
by 850 authors in total.

Here in Table 1 we demonstrate an example of 4 selected
frequent topics with its 10 most likely words and 10 most
likely authors listed in a descending order:

Topic 1 and Topic 2 are general topics that exist in com-
mon across nearly all documents across the whole data set,
and are shared by nearly all authors. Our HDPauthor model
is able to discover a variety of more specific research areas in
neuroscience. Here we also select some famous authors and
list 3 most likely topics for each of them, other than Topic
1 and Topic 2, represented in Table 2:

6.2 DBLP abstract Experiment
We use another citation network data set 3, extracted from

Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP), ACM
Digital Library and other sources, and provided by Arnet-
miner [14]. We select only publications in five areas of com-
puter science: {Machine Learning, Information Retrieval,
Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language & Speech, Data Min-
ing}. We then extract publications from top-ranked confer-
ences retrieved from Microsoft Academic Search 4 for each
area. These publications are labeled by area according to
the category of conference in which they were published.

We generated a data set for experiment with abstracts
from 3,177 papers as documents, and with a total of 2,428
authors involved. We here represent the perplexity evolution
in Figure 2:

We illustrate the table of top words and top authors for
these 4 selected topics as example in Table 3:

We also compare our HDPauthor model to other mod-
els as Okapi BM25[7], HDP modeling, Author-Topic (AT)
model[11], by conducting retrieval tasks for queries con-
structed from academic documents outside training data set.
We retrieved 100 papers from data set, and construct list of
query word tokens from query paper by four methods: title
only; content only; title with author; content with author.

We follow the steps from [10], add author names to each
document as additional word tokens, and use author names
of each query paper as additional query tokens for retrieval
for Okapi BM25 and HDP modeling. For AT model and
HDPauthor model, we add topic similarity score as one more
measurement in retrieval score calculation, as:

1http://papers.nips.cc/
2This data set is available at
http://www.cs.nyu.edu/ roweis/data.html
3This data set is available at
https://aminer.org/billboard/citation
4http://academic.research.microsoft.com/



Topic 1
Word Prob Author Prob

network 0.107 Sejnowski T 0.056
input 0.045 Mozer M 0.035
neural 0.028 Hinton G 0.022

learning 0.028 Bengio Y 0.022
unit 0.027 Jordan M 0.020

output 0.027 Chen H 0.016
weight 0.023 Moody J 0.016

training 0.019 Stork D 0.016
time 0.014 Munro P 0.014

system 0.013 Sun G 0.013

Topic 2
Word Prob Author Prob

set 0.015 Sejnowski T 0.032
result 0.015 Jordan M 0.025
figure 0.014 Hinton G 0.022

number 0.013 Koch C 0.020
data 0.011 Dayan P 0.019

function 0.010 Moody J 0.015
based 0.008 Mozer M 0.014
model 0.008 Tishby N 0.014

method 0.008 Barto A 0.013
case 0.008 Viola P 0.013

Topic 98
Word Prob Author Prob
image 0.049 Koch C 0.119
visual 0.028 Horiuchi T 0.106
field 0.023 Ruderman D 0.088

system 0.020 Bialek W 0.068
pixel 0.017 Dimitrov A 0.05
filter 0.015 Bair W 0.038
signal 0.013 Indiveri G 0.035
object 0.013 Viola P 0.030
center 0.012 Zee A 0.030
local 0.011 Miyake S 0.027

Topic 110
Word Prob Author Prob
word 0.053 Tebelskis J 0.107

speech 0.042 Franco H 0.089
recognition 0.037 Bourlard H 0.086

training 0.025 De-Mori R 0.084
frame 0.020 Rahim M 0.069
system 0.017 Waibel A 0.055
error 0.014 Hild H 0.043
hmm 0.013 Chang E 0.038
level 0.012 Singer E 0.036

output 0.012 Bengio Y 0.035

Table 1: Example of top topics learned from NIPS
experiment

Hinton G (Geoffrey Hinton)
Topic 154 Topic 132 Topic 98

model expert image
image task visual
unit mixture field

hidden network system
hinton architecture pixel
code gating filter
digit weight signal

vector nowlan object
energy soft center
space competitive local

Bengio Y (Yoshua Bengio)
Topic 90 Topic 110 Topic 28
model word gate
data speech unit

parameter recognition input
mixture training threshold

distribution frame circuit
likelihood system polynomial
algorithm error output
probability hmm layer

density level parameter
gaussian output machine

Table 2: Example of top topics for selected authors
learned from NIPS experiment

p(q,aq|dj ,aj) = ω·p(q|dj)+(1−ω)·similarity(aq,aj) (12)

We then calculate cosine similarity[12] as the similarity
score for averaged topic distribution for authors from two
sides. We use 11-point interpolated average precision[8] for
model comparison. Here in Figure 3 we illustrate our perfor-
mance compared to other models. We set ω = 0.5 for Equa-
tion 12. We implemented an AT model, and set K = 200 for
this experiment. We use one Python library called Gensim
[9] for HDP topic learning.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an HDP-based hierarchical, nonpara-

metric Bayesian generative model for author-topic hybrid
learning, called HDPauthor. This model represents each au-
thor as a Dirichlet process of global topics, and each doc-
ument as a mixture of these Dirichlet processes of its au-
thors. It learns topic interests of authors and the topic dis-
tribution of documents as classical topic models, but also
learns author contribution for documents in the meantime.
It also preserves the benefit of nonparametric Bayesian hier-
archical topic model. Our model uses a purely unsupervised
learning methodology; it requires neither knowledge about
documents nor data about authors.

A key novel contribution of our HDPauthor model is its
ability to represent each document, each author, and global
topics as Dirichlet processes (DPs) or mixtures of DPs. This
eliminates restrictions on the number of topic components
that the user must define beforehand for all other LDA-
based hybrid models [10]. Thus, the emergence of new topic
components and fading out of old topic components can be
easily detected and accounted for using our framework.



Topic 3
Word Prob Author Prob
data 0.21 Charu C. Aggarwal 0.070

stream 0.072 Jimeng Sun 0.046
mining 0.037 Philip S. Yu 0.035
change 0.021 Kenji Yamanishi 0.034
time 0.020 Hans-Peter Kriegel 0.031

application 0.012 Wei Wang 0.030
real 0.012 Qiang Yang 0.028

online 0.0094 Yong Shi 0.025
detect 0.008 Xiang Lian 0.019

detection 0.008 Pedro P. Rodrigues 0.018

Topic 11
Word Prob Author Prob
agent 0.147 Nicholas R. Jennings 0.076

mechanism 0.027 Sarit Kraus 0.056
system 0.018 Jeffrey S. Rosenschein 0.045

negotiation 0.017 Kagan Tumer 0.036
strategy 0.016 Kate Larson 0.036

multi 0.014 Michael Wooldridge 0.035
problem 0.014 Moshe Tennenholtz 0.030

show 0.014 Vincent Conitzer 0.029
multiagent 0.013 Sandip Sen 0.028

design 0.011 Victor R. Lesser 0.025

Topic 24
Word Prob Author Prob

document 0.093 ChengXiang Zhai 0.11
retrieval 0.066 Iadh Ounis 0.073

query 0.055 Maarten de Rijke 0.020
term 0.035 W. Bruce Croft 0.020

information 0.027 Laurence A. F. Park 0.020
model 0.026 James P. Callan 0.019

relevance 0.021 Donald Metzler 0.017
feedback 0.020 Guihong Cao 0.017
collection 0.019 C. Lee Giles 0.016
language 0.017 Oren Kurland 0.016

Topic 39
Word Prob Author Prob
learn 0.093 Matthew E. Taylor 0.090

learning 0.084 Shimon Whiteson 0.079
reinforcement 0.034 Andrew Y. Ng 0.059

policy 0.033 Peter Stone 0.054
task 0.032 Bikramjit Banerjee 0.051

algorithm 0.029 Sherief Abdallah 0.040
transfer 0.019 Sridhar Mahadevan 0.039
action 0.019 Michael H. Bowling 0.036

function 0.018 Kagan Tumer 0.033
domain 0.016 David Silver 0.022

Table 3: Example of top topics learned from DBLP experiment

Figure 2: Perplexity evolution for DBLP experi-
ments

8. FUTURE WORK
Several topics we plan to explore in continuing work are

as follows:

1. Variational approximate inference [2] [6] can be used
for our model. Inference is more difficult to formulate
[5], but converges more efficiently. We plan to develop
a varational approximation approach that can be used
to adapt HDPauthor and other similar hybrid models.

2. Author disambiguation [13] [3] is also an interesting
topic to explore, based on our model.

3. A combination of the HDPauthor model with citation
network [1] [14] can help with author and document
information retrieval.
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